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a b s t r a c t

Ionic conductivity is a fundamental property of ionic liquids with its origin and exact nature under debate.
Using a specially selected system of pyrrolidinium cations (PYR1x, x = 3,4) and sulfonylimide anions (FSI,
TFSI, BETI, and IM14)-based ionic liquids we observe a simple and accurate connection between ab initio
computed cation and anion volumes and measured molar ionic conductivities.
eywords:
onic liquid
ithium battery
3mpyr
4mpyr
onductivity
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b initio

Many proposed electrochemical applications of ionic liquids
ILs) rely on the high mobilities and the large amounts of charge
arriers inherently present and the thereby resulting high ionic con-
uctivities [1–3]. However, the nature of the diffusing species and
he molecular level interactions in ILs are currently subject of vivid
iscussions and scientific efforts, and the observed ionic conduc-
ivity is most often seen as a product of a combination of processes.
his is for example manifested in the different transport values and
bservations obtained by NMR and electrochemical techniques, e.g.
xpressed as Haven ratios [4–9]. Often the sizes of the diffusing
pecies are used as a starting point for discussions of the total
onic conductivities observed, i.e. using Nernst and Stokes–Einstein
quation-based arguments. However, IL studies often use a range
f different kinds of cations and anions and thus other factors than
imply the IL ion or complex sizes may affect the observations and
onclusions made. To overcome such ambiguities, we here use a
esigned system of only six ILs; all based on pyrrolidinium cations
nd sulfonylimide anions (Table 1) [10]. Some of these ILs have

lready been shown to be highly interesting as electrolyte media
or lithium battery application [11,12]. The reason for choosing this
ery limited specific set of ILs is that they are chemically extremely
imilar and therefore we suggest that for these ILs the conductiv-
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ity should decrease as the IL ion sizes increase, e.g. from the small
FSI− to the large IM14

− anion, all other things are considered being
constant. In Fig. 1 we test this Ansatz by plotting the molar ionic con-
ductivity, �, at room temperature vs. the sum of ab initio calculated
cation and anion volumes, Vtot. As seen our data are almost perfectly
fitted (R2 = 0.9942). We stress that impurities can play a significant
role in IL conductivity measurements and thus any ILs used for this
kind of study must be ultra-pure [13]; the sensitivity of the present
fit with respect to changes in the values is very high. The semi-
nal work by Slattery et al. [14] used volumes obtained from crystal
structures as a starting point for comparisons with the conductiv-
ity of no less than 23 ILs, which however needed separate fits for
each choice of anion, while at the same time the cation dependence,
shown for imidazolium, pyrrolidinium and ammonium-based ILs,
was much smaller (as can be expected from the smaller chemical
differences compared to changing the anions). Thus, while using a
similar approach and very few ILs, the present ILs allow for a sim-
ple but so far not shown observation across different anions to be
made.

One, but not the sole, prerequisite for a true picture of the sim-
ple connection observed above is that the ion–ion interactions in
the ILs do not differ, otherwise the equilibrium of “free” ions vs.

ion-pairs vs. higher aggregates (although neither of these concepts
are unproblematic to even define for ILs) would. Not surprisingly,
as all the presently used anions are free to coordinate with the
pyrrolidinium cations via the same two oxygen atoms of the SO2
groups, the ILs used have almost identical cation–anion interac-
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Table 1
Computed and experimental data for the ionic liquids.

Ionic liquid �E
[kJ mol−1]

Vcation

[cm3 mol−1]
Vanion

[cm3 mol−1]
Vtot

[cm3 mol−1]
� at 20 ◦Ca

[mS cm−1]
Mw

[g mol−1]
� at 20 ◦Cb

[g cm−3]
� at 20 ◦C
[S cm2 mol−1]

� at 20 ◦Cc

[mPas]

PYR13FSI −299.6 118.7 85.9 204.6 5.4 308.36 1.343 1.24 45.3
PYR14FSI −292.2 130.9 85.9 216.8 4.1 322.39 1.310 1.01 65.9
PYR13TFSI −304.7 118.7 128.1 246.8 2.3 408.37 1.432 0.66 72.5
PYR14TFSI −302.7 130.9 128.1 259.0 1.8 422.41 1.399 0.54 95.1
PYR14BETI −299.6 130.9 163.4 294.3 0.42 522.32 1.481 0.15 347.5
PYR14IM14 −296.4 130.9 183.8 314.7 0.28 572.43 1.512 0.11 556.0

a Ref. [31].
b Ref. [32].
c Ref. [33].
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ig. 1. The molar ionic conductivity at 20 ◦C vs. the sum of the cation and anion
olumes for the six pyrrolidinium-based ILs (�) and the three imidazolium-based
Ls (©).

ion energies (�E): 298.5 ± 6 kJ mol−1 (Table 1) [15–19]. Due to
he very complex potential energy surfaces of these 1:1 ion-pairs,
he interaction energies were recently computed for the PYR14TFSI
L to have a range of ca. 15 kJ mol−1, but the ion-pairs used here
pproximately correspond to the minimum energy configuration

btained in Ref. [9] (ion-pair 6). The numeric value of the interac-
ion energy, i.e. the relative strength of interaction, is on the lower
nd for ILs previously reported by different groups [9,20–26] and
hus supports the high ionic conductivities observed. In Fig. 2 the

ig. 2. The most stable Pyr13FSI ion-pair as obtained from the B3LYP/6-311 + G*
alculations.
obtained stable cation–anion 1:1 ion-pair structure is shown for
PYR13FSI. In order to test the importance of the interaction energy
vs. other factors we include also data for EMI+-based ILs with differ-
ent �E; EMI+-BF4

− (351 kJ mol−1), EMI+-PF6
− (326 kJ mol−1), and

EMI+-TFSI− (320 kJ mol−1) [15]. Our values are qualitatively com-
parable to previous studies, with BF4

− being significantly stronger
bound and TFSI− and PF6

− approximately equal [20]. We also use
the � values from Table 4 in Ref. [20] (25 ◦C), but note, however,
that those data are for the corresponding BMI+-based ILs and thus
we use a Vtot based on a BMI+ volume (122.1 cm3 mol−1) rather
than EMI+ (96.6 cm3 mol−1) [15]. For BF4

− and PF6
− the volumes

are 43.0 and 60.7 cm3 mol−1, respectively [15]. It is clear from Fig. 1
that no simple correlation can be found for these ILs (changing from
BMI+ to EMI+ volume would simply translate the data points along
the x-axis). The reasons can be various and we here outline a few
possibilities. One is that the ion–ion interaction energy indeed is
the determining factor for the differences, but that the use of 1:1
ion-pair models fails to correctly describe the difference between
the interactions between the IL cations and an isotropic PF6

− and
an anisotropic TFSI−, respectively (as the obtained relative energy
difference is only 6 kJ mol−1). Another possibility is that the well-
known intra-molecular flexibility of the TFSI− anion is responsible
for the higher molar conductivity of EMITFSI—but this does not
explain the higher molar conductivity observed compared to the
pyrrolidinium ILs. Yet another possibility is that other aspects like
ion–ion distances or the different possibilities for “sliding” of ions
with respect to each other [27,28] are more important prerequisites
for unambiguous comparisons. In any case there indeed seems to
be more to a general correlation of conductivity vs. ion volume than
an interaction energy based on 1:1 ion-pair calculations. However,
as exemplified here, with an appropriate choice of ILs such differ-
ences can be avoided. For proof or counter-proof another set of
ILs, with the volumes of the ions being approximately identical,
but where the interaction strength varies significantly would be
needed—but we envisage such a set to be very difficult, if not impos-
sible, to obtain. A further extension of the model also to varying
(descriptions and/or modeling of) ion–ion interactions, ion types
and shapes, as for the imidazolium-based ILs above is obviously
then much more elaborate—but realistic using the current model
as a first stepping stone. This would perhaps finally allow a priori
prediction of the conductivity of most simple aprotic ILs, at least
for ILs where the alkyl chains of the cations do not entangle or
create any nano-phase separation. Note that the present observa-
tions as such do not discriminate between different amounts or
types of diffusing species: “free” ions, ion-pairs, etc., but rather pro-
vide a common baseline for the six ILs, which in passing also is
supported by IR and Raman data, with no significant differences

seen for the anion bands sensitive to ion-pair formation [29,30].
Thus we do not here speculate about the roles of “friction” or ion-
pairing/aggregation in the ILs and avoid the difficulties with the
interpretation of these phenomena and their influence on the ion
conductivity.
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